
The Tzolk'in Clock - Water Trecena 

By the White Shaman 

The Tzolk'in calendar connects us humans using time, mind, body, and spirit. It's also meant to be viewed in 

more than just two dimensions. As a 3D representation of the Tzolk'in, consider you are in the center of an 

eight-wall room (like a hoogan) and you are facing east out the door, towards the sunrise. When viewed in 

3D, the south face of the Tzolk'in is to your right, and the water trecena flows along the top of the right wall. 

This is the trecena to actively make your seeds fruit in your reality. During these next few trecenas, it is a 

time to reap the fruit from the seeds we planted on the crocodile trecena.   

 

The Tzolk’in 260 calendar depicted in Codex Fejérváry-Mayer   



The pattern of the seed to flower to fruit is shown within the Aztec version of the Tzolk'in Clock. This is 

very well described here: http://www.mexicolore.co.uk/aztecs/ask-us/sacred-birds-flowers-and-day-lords.  

1. Starting on 1-crocodile (the east face of the Tzolk'in Clock) we plant our seeds.  

2. Starting on 1-transformer (the north face) we meditate and use our asleep self and dream state to 

manifest and grow our seeds into plants.  

3. Starting on 1-monkey (the west face) we mediate with our collective conscious to have our plants 

manifest into reality.  

4. Starting on 1-wisdom (the south face) we actively make our dreams come true in the real world.  

 

The 4 phases of seeds to fruit shown on the Aztec Tzolk’in 

The mental relation of the Tzolk’in Clock has the water trecena crossing the left side of our brain. The left 

side of our brain controls language, logic, mathematics, reasoning, and our five senses. The Tzolk’in Clock 

is telling us that it is time to use these facilities. This is the time to harvest the seeds we planted on the east 

face of the Tzolk’in Clock. It is also the time to start thinking about the new seeds we will plant. 

 

The water trecena is the one to take action. The whole trecena is about going with the flow. Or like William 

Shakespeare Quote. "There is a tide in the affairs of men, which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune. 

Omitted, all the voyage of their life is bound in shallows and in miseries. On such a full sea are we now 

afloat." 

  

http://www.mexicolore.co.uk/aztecs/ask-us/sacred-birds-flowers-and-day-lords


The Water trecena: We can compare the water trecena on both the Aztec and Maya versions of the Codex 

Fejérváry-Mayer and Codex Madrid Tzolk’in calendars. The Aztec version has a Cacao tree with a parrot 

representing the south. The S-E corner has a tree bearing fruit. The Maya version has a man enslaved in his 

body and mind. This represents our consciousness when we are awake and enslaved in our body. 

 

 

Fractal consciousness – Many people wonder what happens to consciousness when we die and where did 

our consciousness come from when we were born. The answer lies in where your consciousness goes when 

you sleep. Our consciousness is made up of a collection of individual spirits. Human consciousness is the 

highest of all living things, but all living things have consciousness. On a fractal scale, you could say a snail 

has a fractal level on one, a dog has a fractal level of five and a human has a fractal level of 10. As a 

metaphor, a snail has the consciousness of a tree trunk, a dog has the trunk and branches, and a human has 

the trunk, branches, and leaves. Once someone dies, that collection of spirits disperses back into our 

collective consciousness. This is the sadness we feel when someone leaves us. It is the same sadness when 

summer camp ends and the camp group of people will never be together again. When someone dies, that 

unique collection of spirits scatters back into our collective consciousness. I would estimate there are the 

same number of spirits in your consciousness as there are people on earth. So, to change our collective 

consciousness here on earth, change your consciousness to what you want to experience here. To have 

peace on earth, we must first have peace in our hearts and minds.    



 

With permission from Erroll James Reykjalin – The Water Trecena 

1 Water This trecena starts with dew on grass and builds to streams in the forest and unto ragging 

rivers by the end of the trecena. So hold on to something and enjoy the ride! 

2 Dog There is an animal called a water dog in Belize. It's an animal that lives in the water 

and behaves like a dog. This is today's energy. 

3 Monkey Meditate, in peaceful surrounding, with a magnified focus on love, loving thoughts, loving 

words, loving intentions and loving actions. 

4 Road Let your destiny arrive. The flow of water is more powerful than you, so let it do the 

work for you.  

5 Reed Give thanks to our creator. Everything brought to us from our creator.  

6 Jaguar Give thanks to nature and earth.  

7 Eagle The highest day of the Tzolk'in round. You can see clearly everything on all days of the 

Tzolk’in on this day. 

8 Wisdom This is going to be a very mental day, and it can be wearisome. It’s a day to process 

yesterday’s information. 

9 Earth Dreams can feel so real. Jaguar Wisdom explains how we have a physical nawal and a 

spiritual nawal. Connect with your physical nawal and spiritual nawal. 

10 Flint Today's energy is about staying awake to the moment. There is a lot of work to do on 

you today. Use the mirror to cut out negativity from thoughts and feelings.   

11 Storm The energy of storm will build throughout today, and many of those larger clippings might 

flow away into nothingness and leave room for new loving intentions 

12 Light Surround yourself with mother nature and rejoice with loving thoughts, loving 

intentions and loving actions. 

13 Crocodile We have 40 more days left in this Tzolk'in round. Today, start thinking about what seeds 

you will plant on 1 Crocodile, the beginning of the new Tzolk'in round?  

 


